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Welcome

We are proud to present you with 
our company catalogue providing 
solutions for your clinical storage 
and logistic requirements. 

During the past 12 months we have 
worked hard to further enhance our 
product range to ensure we are able 
to offer our customers a full turn-
key solution for all of their possible 
requirements.

This year sees the introduction of our 
new range of BS2881 and BS3621 
compliant medicine cabinets as well as 
an expansion of our bespoke Reception 
Desk design service. 

Most exciting of all for 2015 is our new 
RAW cabinetry range. Constructed using 
our RAW board which fully Recyclable, 
Anti-bacterial and Waterproof. These 
cabinets are the future of furniture 
within clinical environments and we are 
delighted to be able to offer them to 
our customers. 

As always we would be delighted to hear 
your feedback and we sincerely hope 
you find everything you are looking for.

The Medspace Team
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HTM71 Cabinetry

Our Medspace HTM71 cabinetry range is a 
highly effective storage system built around the 
International ISO 600mm x 400mm storage module. 

It is the pinnacle of material management, providing 
the most flexible and efficient use of space available. 

The system offers considerable benefits over 
conventional shelved cabinetry, which when properly 
implemented can of provide up 50% more storage 
capacity. The internal anti-bacterial liners are 
designed to accept the module trays as well as shelving 
and our specialist accessories, these items are also 
interchangeable with our other mobile HTM71 systems.   
 
Our fitted HTM71 cabinetry is installed to the highest 
standard by our dedicated Installation Team, with 
panelling being scribed on site and sealed using anti-
bacterial sealant to ensure a finish suitable for clinical 
environments. 

As well as our standard height fixed cabinet bespoke 
height cabinets can be supplied on request.

Units are fitted with 
anti-bacterial liners for 

use with trays and shelves. 
Telescopic runners can also 

be fitted for the safe storage of 
heavier items such as fluids

The units are available with 
or without doors and in a 

wide range of colours
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PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
FH455 Full Height Unit 455 655 2100
FH455-D Full Height Unit with Door 455 673 2100
FH455-SD Full Height Unit with Split Door 455 673 2100
FH455-PCD Full Height Unit with Polycarbonate Door 455 661 2100
FH455-RS Full Height Unit with Roller Shutter Door 485 655 2100

455mm Width Units

PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
FH655 Full Height Unit 655 455 2100
FH655-D Full Height Unit with Door 655 473 2100
FH655-SD Full Height Unit with Split Door 655 473 2100
FH655-PCD Full Height Unit with Polycarbonate Door 655 461 2100
FH655-RS Full Height Unit with Roller Shutter Door 685 455 2100

655mm Width Units

Full Height Units
Full height units are available as standard at a height 
of 2100mm and come fitted with adjustable feet 
and a clip on 100mm plinth.

It is recommended that these units are fitted with 
sloping tops and end panels where appropriate.

Units are available in MFC, 
Laminated Moisture Resistant 

MDF, Trespa and RAW 

See Page 14-15 for Door Options

Depth
455mm or

655mmWidth
455mm or 655mm

Height
2100mm
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PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
BU455 Base Unit 455 655 900
BU455-D Base with Door 455 673 900
BU455-SD Base with Split Door 455 673 900
BU455-PCD Base with Polycarbonate Door 455 661 900
BU455-RS Base with Roller Shutter Door 485 655 900

455mm Width Units

PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
BU655 Base Unit 655 455 900
BU655-D Base with Door 655 473 900
BU655-SD Base with Split Door 655 473 900
BU655-PCD Base with Polycarbonate Door 655 461 900
BU655-RS Full Height Unit with Roller Shutter Door 685 455 900

655mm Width Units

Base Units
Base units are available as standard 
at a height of 900mm and come 
fitted with adjustable feet and a clip 
on 100mm plinth.

It is recommended that these units 
are fitted with end panels where 
appropriate.

Units are available in 
MFC, Laminated Moisture 
Resistant MDF, Trespa and 

RAW 

See Page 14-15 for Door 
Options

Width
455mm or 655mm

Height
900mm

Depth
455mm or

655mm
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Wall Units
Wall units are available as standard 
at a height of 700mm and a depth 
of 350mm (without doors).

It is recommended that these units 
are fitted with sloping tops and end 
panels where appropriate.

PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
WU455 Wall Unit 455 350 700
WU455-D Wall Unit with Door 455 368 700
WU455-SD Wall Unit with Split Door 455 368 700
WU455-PCD Wall Unit with Polycarbonate Door 455 356 700
WU455-RS Wall Unit with Roller Shutter Door 485 350 700

455mm Width Units

PART NO DESCRIPTION W D H
WU655 Wall Unit 655 350 700
WU655-D Wall Unit with Door 655 368 700
WU655-SD Wall Unit with Split Door 655 368 700
WU655-PCD Wall Unit with Polycarbonate Door 655 356 700
WU655-RS Wall Unit with Roller Shutter Door 685 350 700

655mm Width Units

Units are available in MFC, Laminated Moisture 
Resistant MDF, Trespa and RAW 

See Page 12-13 for Door Options

Width
455mm or 655mm

Height
700mm

Depth
350mm
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The key component to the HTM71 system is 
the 600mm x 400mm tray. 

The tray sits within the cabinet liner and 
arrester clips are used to stop the tray leaving 
the cabinet unintentionally.

As standard we offer HTM71 trays in either 
clear or grey and in depths of 50mm, 100mm 
or 200mm.

A major benefit of the HTM71 system is the 
ability to label and compartmentalise each 
individual tray. The labels can be used for 
product identification, colour coding or a 
combination of both.

PART NO W D H
CLEAR200 600 400 200
CLEAR100 600 400 100
CLEAR200H 300 400 200
CLEAR100H 300 400 100

CLEAR100

CLEAR200

CLEAR200H

CLEAR100H

HTM71 Trays
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In 2014 Medspace became the first UK company 
to offer anti-bacterial liners and arrester clips as 
standard for our HTM71 cabinets.

These are supplied throughout our range providing our 
customers with a clinical, high density storage solution.

The liner provides the flexibility to be able to position 
both trays and shelves into locations best suited to 
the area in which the cabinet is installed. 

This flexibility also provides an element of ‘future-
proofing’ with the ability to change and alter tray 
positions should there be a change in stock holding.

The arrestor clips are used to ensure there is no 
unintentional removal of a tray from the cabinet. This 
safe guard is an essential function of the HTM71 
system and these are provided with cabinets as 
standard. 

When in the arrested position the trays will tilt slightly 
to improve accessibility.

HTM71 Liners
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The HTM71 telescopic runners provide an excellent 
solution for the handling of heavy items such as fluids 
which are awkward to access on the standard liner 
system. 

With a weight capacity of up to 50kg per drawer as standard, 
the runners provide effortless access for users. 

HTM71 Telescopic Runners

The runners are available with or without the 
cradle, and can be used with any combination of 
trays. Extra heavy duty runners are available for 
exceptional requirements. 

Cradles can be colour coded for stock 
identification purposes if desired. 
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CLEAR100LD
CLEAR100WD

CLEAR200LD
CLEAR200WD

HTM71 Dividers and Label Holders

Dividers add additional functionality to the 
HTM71 system. 

They provide users with the opportunity to 
maximise the effective use of the tray by 
compartmentalising to suit their stock. The tray 
dividers are an essential part of the material 
management solution. 

Both width and length dividers are available 
for all tray sizes and types with 34 different 
location positions available per tray. 

The dividers are also a very effective tools for 
implementing Two-Bin and Kanban inventory 
control systems. 

Medspace offer a wide range of label holding 
systems in order to provide optimum choice 
to our customers. Our range includes adhesive 
clear strip labels (Ideal for printed NHS labels), 
removable card holders and clear polycarbonate 
labels.  

PART NO DESCRIPTION W L H
CLEAR100LD 100mm Length Divider 5 600 100
CLEAR100WD 100mm Width Divider 5 400 100
CLEAR200LD 200mm Length Divider 5 600 200
CLEAR200WD 200mm Width Divider 5 400 200
CLEAR100HWD 100mm Half Width Divider 5 300 100

CLEAR200HWD 200mm Half Width Divider 5 300 200
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Mobile Cabinets

Medspace Mobile Cabinets are available in any height 
required up to a maximum of 1950mm.

They can also be supplied as individual units and also 
available as doubles and trebles if desired.

The mobile system offers an element of future-proofing 
should relocation or ‘change of use’ be a likely scenario. 
In addition they also negate the need for a cabinet 
installation, reducing cost and adding convenience.
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Sloping Tops and End Panels

Sloping Tops
Sloping tops are an ever growing feature of cabinetry 
within a clinical environment. 

They present a surface which is far easier to clean whilst 
deterring staff from storing items at height, reducing the 
risk of manual handling injuries.

End Panels
The use of end panels within fixed installations is our 
preferred and recommended standard, providing a 
more clinical and aesthetically pleasing result. 

Panels are available in standard MFC, moisture resistant 
MDF or our RAW board range.    

End Panels are available in our full colour range. 
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Doors

Standard
The Medspace standard door is a solid 
melamine faced door in grey with sky 
blue edging. 

All doors come with chosen lock and 
doors as standard, and are fitted with 
270 degree hinges to allow full door 
swing. High impact edging is used to offer 
superior protection.

Roller Shutters
Roller shutter doors provide an excellent 
alternative to standard doors when a 
room is tight. 

They are available to suit all our standard 
cabinet range and can be bespoke to suit 
any requirement. They are available in 
white, silver, grey or beech as standard. 

Other colours are available on request. 
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Coloured / Laminate
Laminate doors are available for all of our standard and 
bespoke cabinetry with a huge range of colours to choose 
from. 

As with our standard doors they come with 270 degree hinges, 
locks and handles. Gloss colours are also available. 

Polycarbonate / Framed Polycarbonate
As a safe alternative to glass our polycarbonate doors are very popular with our 
customers. 

They allow easy identification of stored products whilst providing a physical barrier. 
The framed version of the door in available in both wood and RAW board. 
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Locks and Handles

High Security Digi-Lock
 Our High Security Digi-Locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as 
standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.  Simple, keypad access 
without the hassle of keys! Once in place the lock will perform 15,000 openings on just 
two AAA batteries.

Mechanical locking is the easiest and most 
secure way to protect your property. Kaba 
mechanical locks are among the most secure 
and most convenient in the world. They can be 
combined easily with electronic locks and access 
control systems.

Combining security, safety and convenience is a 
challenging task for today’s healthcare facilities. With 
highly sensitive environments and round the clock 
operation, hospitals and clinics demand customised 
security solutions.
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D Handle
Aluminium coloured steel

  Length between hole centres = 192mm
  Overall length = 202mm
  Depth = 28mm
  Ø 8 mm

Bar Handle
Brushed nickel plated steel

  Length between hole centres = 192mm
  Overall length = 252mm
  Depth = 20mm
  Ø 12 mm

Offset Handle
Stainless steel

  Length between hole centres = 160mm
  Overall length = 170mm
  Depth = 30mm

Bow Handle
Matt chrome steel

  Length between hole centres = 192mm
  Overall length = 220mm
  Depth = 32mm

D Handle
Copper

  Length between hole centres = 192mm
  Overall length = 202mm
  Depth = 28mm
  Ø 8 mm

Hole centres
192mm

Depth
28mm

Overall length
202mm

Depth
20mm

Hole centres
192mm

Overall length
252mm

Depth
30mm

Hole centres
160mm

Overall length
170mm

Depth
32mm

Overall length
220mm

Hole centres
192mm

Depth
28mm

Overall length
202mm

Hole centres
192mm
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HTM63 Cabinetry

Medspace Solutions offer a wide range of  HTM63 cabinetry 
suitable for both clinical and non clinical environments.

Typically supplied with fixed or adjustable shelving this cabinet 
range is robustly built to withstand use within a busy clinical 
environment.

Supplied as standard in white or grey.

A wide range of colours are also available.
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Base Units
Base units are available as standard at a height 
of 900mm and come fitted with adjustable 
feet and a clip on 100mm plinth. Units are 
500mm deep and come in a selection of 
widths; 300, 400, 500 and 600mm.

It is recommended that these units are fitted 
with end panels where appropriate.

Also available are double cabinets at a height 
of 900mm. Also fitted with adjustable feet 
and a clip on 100mm plinth. Units are 500mm 
deep and come in a selection of widths; 800, 
1000 and 1200mm.

Units are available in MFC, 
Laminated Moisture Resistant 

MDF, Trespa and RAW 

See Page 14-15 for Door 
Options

600mm

500mm

400mm

300mm

900mm

900mm

1200mm

1000mm

800mm

500mm

500mm
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Wall Units
Wall units are available as standard at a 
height of 700mm. 

Units are 300mm deep and come in a 
selection of widths; 300, 400, 500 and 
600mm.

It is recommended that these units are 
fitted with end panels where appropriate.

Also available are double cabinets at a 
height of 700mm. Units are 500mm deep 
and come in a selection of widths; 800, 1000 
and 1200mm.

Units are available in MFC, 
Laminated Moisture Resistant 

MDF, Trespa and RAW 

See Page 14-15 for Door Options

300mm

650
mm

300mm

400mm

500mm

600mm

700
mm

800mm

1000mm

1200mm

650
mm

700
mm

300mm
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At Medspace Solutions we have a track record of 
working with clients to produce bespoke solutions 
to solve their individual requirements.

This can range from using alternative materials to suit 
different environments to full ‘from scratch’ product 
designs.

Bespoke Cabinetry

Units are fitted with 
anti-bacterial liners for 

use with trays and shelves. 
Telescopic runners can also 

be fitted for the safe storage of 
heavier items such as fluids

The units are available with 
or without doors and in a 

wide range of colours
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Custom Design
We pride ourselves on being able to provide 
bespoke solutions to our customers problems 
where a standard cabinet or trolley is not 
suitable.

From individual cabinets to complex procedural 
trolleys we are happy to take on any challenge. 

On this page is an example of a concept design 
initiated by an NHS Trust for a very specific storage 
requirement. 2D layout and 3D render plans were 
drawn up for sign off, with the actual cabinet then 
being manufactured and installed. 

We make no charge for design work whether an 
order is raised or not.

2D and 3D CAD drawings 
are produced to aid the 

design process
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RAW Cabinetry

100% Waterproof The material is 
entirely waterproof, immune to rot 
and swelling.

Anti-bacterial 99% effective against 
MRSA. E-coli and other common 
hospital bacteria.

Anti-static It’s anti-static properties 
help to make the PVC surface remain 
dust-free. 

Green The material is made from 
recycled PVC and is 100% recyclable 
at it’s ‘end of life’.

Tough and impact resistant The 
product is rigid and resistant to 
general impacts, we typically offer 
a 10 year guarantee with all our 
cabinetry.

Recyclable    Anti-bacterial   Waterproof

When carrying out refurbishments it can be frustrating to find yourself sending numerous cabinets and furniture 
off to landfill rather than recycling. With the Medspace RAW material product range this concern is redundant, 
as it is fully recyclable at its end of life. This is not only appeasing financially but also reassuring, knowing that the 
environmental impact of any refurbishment is minimised. 

MFC and MDF have for a long-time been the standard material for cabinetry within clinical environments, with 
upgrades such as stainless steel or Trespa being a very expensive option. This is not the case with our RAW 
material, and with our 10 year guarantee on all products specified by Medspace the return on investment is 
superior to that of both MDF and MFC. 

With an inner core of foamed PVC and smooth, strong PVC outer the material is light but rigid and impact resistant. 
Suited to a huge range of environments including:

Healthcare areas, wet rooms, bathrooms, laboratories, flood risk homes, electrical cabinets and wall 
cladding. 

  The silver additive within the core of the product make 
it anti-bacterial for life, 99% effective against MRSA, E-Coli 
and other common hospital bacteria’s. The product is 
also available without the silver additive if required.
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The robust properties of the RAW material make it 
a sensible choice for almost all installations. Being 
waterproof the cabinets are immune to the risk of 
flooding, and are fully able to withstand steam and 
water-jet cleaning.

Available in a wide range of widths, depths and 
heights our standard range should accommodate 
all requirements. Drawer and door options are 
numerous and bespoke options such as vertical 
drawers are available without irrational charges.

ARCHITECTS
Innovative and creative solution 
to clients environment problems

PROJECT MANAGERS
Delivering a cost effective, long lasting 

product with real advantages over alternatives

CLINICAL MANAGERS
Improve the storage systems within your 
department, whilst enhancing its clinical 

attributes

INFECTION CONTROL
Setting the gold standard with best 

practice cabinetry solutions
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Metro Carts

Basix Plus
Basix Plus™ is constructed from a combination of materials 
to endure the rigours of a daily routine while providing a 
safe, ergonomic and flexible work area for the user. 

The cabinet is made of steel to provide a solid structure. The 
drawers are made from aluminium to reduce the overall 
weight of the cart. 

The polymer base reduces overall weight and provides 
impact protection to the cart and surrounding environment.

Flexline
Metro Flexline™ medical supply carts with technology 
and power, provide space-strapped healthcare 
facilities with additional storage at the point-of-care, 
as well as consistent access to patient information. 

Flexline can be configured to fit your needs and 
your budget. This medical supply cart is constructed 
of advanced polymers, designed with rounded 
corners and infused with Microban® antimicrobial 
product protection for a clean, durable solution that 
withstands the rigours of a healthcare environment.
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Lifeline
Metro incorporates several elements in its product 
design to support a facility’s cleanliness processes:

  Microban® antimicrobial protection-keep products  
“cleaner between cleaning’s”

  Advanced polymer and other proprietary finishes  
provide corrosion resistance

  Smooth rounded corners to allow for easier cleaning

Configurations That Fit Your 
Budget

Flexline is available in four heights and 
two widths and can be configured with 
or without a range of accessories, your 

choice!

Lifeline Emergency Cart

  Manoeuvrable - An ergonomic handle and a 
propriety 5th wheel steering assist system assures 
maximum control in transit and manoeuvrability 
during a code.

  Accessible - Storage areas for first line 
medications, airway and other critical supplies and 
equipment are designed to be accessed by multiple 
members of the code response team.

  Secure - Tamper evident seals secure the top compartment, drawers and side bins and can be sealed in 
segments or one seal can secure the entire cart.

  Organized - Full extension, self-closing drawers, drawer divider systems, exchange trays and drawer labels are 
available to allow for easy access and identification of drawer contents.
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Metro Starsys

Starsys WorkCenter

  30-inch (762mm), 33-inch (838mm), 36-inch (914mm), 
39-inch (991mm), and 42-inch (1067mm) available heights 
for seated and standing applications

  Utility spaces can be created

  Corner units to help maximize storage space

  Knee-hole options meet ADA Guidelines

  Counter tops available in Epoxy, Trespa, Corian, Stainless 
Steel, and Laminate

  Sinks and fixtures also available
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Durable & Functional
The Metro Starsys System features a robust, 
aluminium and steel-framed with advanced 

polymers forming the outer skin
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Work Surfaces

Selecting the correct work surface is an important decision 
when incorporating a new storage system. 

A wide range of materials are available and we are happy to 
advise the benefits and disadvantages of each option.

We offer a 63mm clinical up-stand as standard, although we 
are happy to supply the tops without this if desired. 

In addition to the tops below we also offer Trespa tops.
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Laminates
Laminate worktops are the default option when it comes to clinical worktops. Supplied with a 63mm up-stand as 
standard and available in a wide range of colours.

Also available without up-stand for non-clinical environments.

28.00

63.00

R12.00

R12.00

Back Edge

MDF or Resin Material 28.00

Front Edge
R12.00

R12.00

End Profile of a Laminate Worktop

Worktop with up-stand made with a MFC core, however a MDF or Resin core is used to strengthen the up-stand 
as shown. 12mm radii are used on the top and bottom of front edge and the top and bottom of the up-stand 
along the full length of the worktop, Up-stand is 28mm thick with an overall height of 63mm above the top of 
the worktop. Depth of worktop will generally be between 450mm and 710mm, with our standard depths being 
510mm, 610mm and 710mm, thickness will be either 28mm and length will depend.     
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Solid Surface
Solid Surface worktops are an excellent choice for areas which are highly clinical, or where bespoke work 
surface shapes are required. 

The worktops show no joins at any length, can incorporate moulded sinks, and can be shaped to any design. They 
are an excellent long term investment.
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Solid Surface | Shaped to any design
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Sinks and Taps

At Medspace Solutions we think it is essential that we supply the best quality products available to our customers, 
which is why we have teamed up with sink and tap manufacturers of the highest standard. In addition to the items 
shown we offer a wide range of specialist sinks and taps which are available upon request.

All of our products comply with British and HTM64 standards

All sinks are provided without plug and overflow as standard, though both options are 
available if required

Sparta
Sparta inset rectangular bowls are manufactured 
in 1.4401 (316) grade stainless steel which offers 
excellent acid and chemical resistance. 

Sparta inset bowls are supplied with sound 
deadening pads and integral earth tag to BS 4190.

Jersey
Jersey hospital sink-tops fully comply with 
HTM64.

Jersey sink tops (except 1000mm) have polished 
bowls measuring 533mm x 381mm, 200mm deep 
(0.92mm thickness) and drainers (1.2mm thickness).

Sicily
Sicily is a range of sit-on hospital sinks to the 
size and profile as specified by HTM64.

With a 550mm projection, Sicily sink-tops have a 
55mm deep front edge with a safe bull nose profile 
and 50mm rear up-stand. 
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Choosing sanitary-ware and fittings for hospital use can literally be a life 
or death decision. The need to deliver water and remove waste efficiently, 
reduce cross infection and cater for the physical limitations of patients 
demands a lot from every sanitary installation.

Demountable body and spout allows 
for completely immersed disinfection 
helping to reduce the risk of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa and Legionella infection

Demountable pillar mixer tap with removable 
spout and fitted with Armitage Shanks Bioguard 
outlet. 

Integral thermostat, single sequential lever operation 
and single flow horizontal nozzle. Includes thermal 
disinfection features, spout is removable for autoclave 
sterilisation.

Markwik 21
Demountable Pillar Mixer

Single Sequential Lever

Demountable panel mixer tap, removable spout 
fitted with Armitage Shanks Bioguard outlet. 

Integral thermostat, time flow sensor operation and 
single flow horizontal nozzle particularly suited for 
use with Scrub up troughs.  

Markwik 21
Demountable Panel Mixer

Time Flow Sensor

A6242AA

A6245AA
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Markwik 1/2in pillar, deck mounted (S8200AA) and wall 
mounted (S8210AA) mixer taps with 15cm levers and swivel 
nozzle. 

When taps are closed the levers are parallel to the wall.  Suitable for 
low or high pressure systems. Single flow mixers require balanced 
supplies. Suitable for closed fist operation. For washbasins and 
sinks. Flow rate 9 Litres per minute @ 0.1 bar. Consideration 
should be given to safe hot water delivery.

Markwik Mixer Taps

Fittings for sinks and sluices. High neck (S8265AA) pillar taps 
with 15cm levers. 

When taps are closed levers are parallel to wall. Suitable for low or 
high pressure systems. Suitable for closed fist operation. Chrome 
plated. Inlets screwed 1/2in BSP male.  For use in connection with 
domestic services procedures.

Markwik High Neck Pillar Taps

Available as a high neck pillar tap, deck mounted (TP1062) or 
wall mounted (TP1118).

Eden is a cranked bridge mixer tap, with 150mm levers and a 
swan neck spout. This tap can be adjusted to suit both 180mm 
and 200mm tap hole centres.

Eden Mixer Taps

Available as deck mounted (TP1147) or wall mounted (TP1146).

The HTM64 Thermostatic Safe Touch Sequential mixer tap 
is designed specifically for use in hospitals, healthcare and 
commercial applications. The long sequential lever rotates through 
180° and can be operated by the hand, wrist or elbow. Featuring 
‘SafeTouch’ technology, the surface temperature is maintained 
below 42°C even around the hot inlet. Compliance with NHS model 
engineering specification D08 is assured with TMV3 approval. 
WRAS / TMV3 approved.

Borneo Thermostatic Taps

S8210AA

S8200AA

S8265AA

Stainless steel, with its impervious and non-toxic surface, has the 
characteristic of being quick and easy to clean. This attribute makes it the 
ideal choice for fixtures and fittings for hospital and healthcare projects. 

TP1062
TP1118

TP1147
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At Medspace Solutions we offer a wide range of lockers to suit your needs. In addition to those shown we can 
offer different locker combinations, colours and materials.

  Strength Each locker comes with a full height strengthener welded inside each door to increase strength and 
security

 Welded Plinth Each compartment has a 
welded plinth making it totally separate, with 
increased structural rigidity 

  Lock Options We offer a versatile range of 
locks ensuring a locker that is suited to your 
environment

Highest Hygiene Standards
We offer a comprehensive range of personal and 
equipment storage solutions aimed at the hygiene 
conscious medical sector.

This range incorporates the world class anti-bacterial 
technology in both the plastic fixtures and the 
ActiveCoat powder coating. 

All Lockers features an integral air vent system,  a 
micro sprung disc lock, 5 knuckle hinges, welded front 
frame & internal door strengtheners.

Fire Protected
Our powder-coated steel lockers have achieved 
the rare distinction of being tested and approved 
in line with the European Standard - EN 13501-1: 
2007 +A1: 2009 relating to fire performance.

Our steel locker products have been tested as ‘non-
combustible’ i.e. they will not combust, increase or 
sustain any fire within their proximity.

It is the only locker range in the UK, if not Europe, to 
have this important and significant certification.

Lockers
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Reception Desks

At Medspace Solutions we offer a full design, fabrication, supply and installation service for Reception 
Desks and Nurse Stations. We are happy to work to a set plan or work with you to help develop your vision 
into a working design.

For bespoke solutions we will find a design which fits your requirements, environment and budget.

Solid Surface Desks
The rise of solid surface materials over the last 
10 years has been remarkable.

It is a highly durable and desirable product with 
a versatility only limited by the imagination of the 
designer. It is a highly clinical material with seamless 
joints making it ideal for healthcare environments. 

We guarantee all of our solid surface reception 
desk for 10 years.
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3D Renders
We pride ourself on the quality of the design packs 
we put together for our customers.

Using state of the art software we are able to bring 
to life any desk design producing 3D ‘real life’ colour 
design enabling our customer to get a real sense of 
how their new desk will look. It provides an excellent 
opportunity to view the effectiveness of colour 
combinations and make tweaks to the design to get 
that perfect finish.

We make no charge for the production of our 
layout, elevation and 3D plans.

  Design Fitting your requirements, 
environment and budget

  Desirability With a versatility only 
limited by imagination
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Traditional Real Wood Design

We are well experience in the production, supply 
and installation of real wood and wood effect 
reception and nurse desks. 

From high end real oak desks with a marmoleum 
inlay, to a more budget friendly laminate MDF wood 
effect we are able to supply desks to suit any need or 
budget. 

FREE CAD 
DESIGN 
SERVICE!

We also offer 
standard or 

bespoke matching 
cabinetry for all of 
our desk colours 

and materials

Units are available in MFC, Laminated Moisture 
Resistant MDF, Trespa and RAW 
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With the mass of generic bedside lockers on the market, we 
decided to allow our customers the opportunity to create 
their own style to suit their environment. Whether it be; 
function, size or colour the choice is yours.

No Minimum Order

Step 1 Arrange a short visit from our design consultant 
(can be done over the phone if required)

Step 2 A 3D design will be created and sent to the 
customer for approval

Step 3 After ordering the completed units will be 
delivered within two weeks

Bedside Lockers and Overbed Tables
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Medicine Cabinets

Safe, secure and 
compliant

The Misuse of Drugs act requires medicine cabinets 
to be manufactured in a specific way to ensure it is 
of a suitable level of security to meet the required 
standard of safe keeping for a Controlled drug. 

The Misuse of Drugs act requires that a Controlled drugs 
cabinet must be built to British Standard 2881:1989 
which essentially states a certain degree of attack must 
be withstood by the unit. British standard 2881:1989 
requires that a cabinet must withstand an attack from 
a table knife for 5 Minutes and not be able to ignite 
with a cigarette lighter. The cabinet must also be able 
to withstand a force of 980N when trying to remove it 
from its wall or floor mount.

BS 2881:1989
Specification for cupboards for the 
storage of medicines in health care 
premises
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Suitable for use in health centres, dispensing 
pharmacies, hospitals, nursing homes, vets, 
prisons and other healthcare buildings. 

The Medspace range of high quality medicine 
cabinets are third-party tested to the British Standard 
(BS 2881:1989 Security Level 1) We have different 
sizes of medicine cabinets available including single 
and double door versions and can supply bespoke 
version if required.

The cabinets are readily available on short lead 
times some being kept in stock. Optional extras 
include warning light, nurse call output, warning 
buzzer, left hand hinge cabinet door and extra 
keys.

BS3621 is the most popular standard known to most for locks on 
doors. To make any lock even sit up to this standard it has to have 
the ability to be dead locked and the key taken away from both 
sides so no one can gain access or exit the door with-out a key.

The lock should be able to resist attack from drilling the case of the 
lock for at least 5 minutes. Using standard tools. The bolt must also 
resist attack for 5 minutes by cutting or drilling. There must be a 
mechanism in place to resist manipulation (Picking) of the lock. The 
bolt must project at least 20mm into a full bodied steel keep when 
locked. There must be at least 1000 differs to the range of locks. This is 
how many key shapes will differ between locks. If there is a street with 
1001 front doors with all the same make and model of lock fitted then 
somewhere one key will fit two doors.

BS 3621:2007+A2:2012
Thief resistant lock assembly. Key egress
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All of our products comply with all 
applicable British standards
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All of our CD cabinets are manufactured in the UK and 
adhere to the requirement of the ‘Misuse of Drugs Safe 
Custody Regulations 1975’. Below is a range of the cabinets 
we offer, a wider range is available if required.

Controlled Drugs Cabinets

All Controlled Drugs cabinets are available 
with Audio Visual Alarms if required

CDC335
W335 x H300 x D270 

The CDC335 has been designed with Doctors and Nursing 
homes in mind where a small number of controlled drugs 
are held.

The CDC335 is fabricated from sheet steel, further strengthened 
around the fixing points with a recessed door that is secured 
by a two 7 lever mortice lock.

CDC560
W565 x H480 x D160 

The CDC560 has been designed with Pharmacies, Doctors 
and Nursing homes in mind where a medium amount of 
controlled drugs are held.

The CDC560 is fabricated from sheet steel, further 
strengthened around the fixing points with a recessed door 
that is secured by a two 7 lever mortice lock. Finished in white 
powder coat and oven baked the CDC560 has a durable and 
long lasting finish.

  Fabricated from 2mm sheet steel
  Seam welded
  Rebated doors
  Internal door hinges

  Tough, hygienic and long-lasting finish
  1 x Adjustable shelves
  Door Shelves
  Wall fixing (fixings included)

  Fabricated from 2mm sheet steel
  Seam welded
  Rebated doors
  Internal door hinges
  Tough, hygienic and long-lasting finish

  1 x Adjustable shelves
  Door Shelves
  Wall fixing (fixings included)
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CDC570
W570 x H520 x D200 

The CDC570 has been designed with Doctors and 
Nursing homes in mind where a medium number 
of controlled drugs are held.

The CDC570 is fabricated from sheet steel, further 
strengthened around the fixing points with a recessed 
door that is secured by a two 7 lever mortice lock. 
Finished in white powder coat and oven baked the 
CDC570 has a durable and long lasting finish.

2 x adjustable shelves to allow for the storage of large 
bottles and 4 x door shelves.

CDC760
W760 x H865 x D305

Designed with Pharmacies in mind where a large 
amount of controlled drugs are held.

The CDC760 provides fantastic storage with an 
approximate capacity of 201 litres, 2 x adjustable 
shelves and 4 x door shelves help maximise the use of 
this space.

  Fabricated from 2mm sheet steel
  Seam welded
  Rebated doors
  Internal door hinges
  Euro Profile lock with over 2000 differs

  Supplied with 3 keys
  Tough, hygienic and long-lasting finish
  2 x Adjustable shelves
  4 x Door Shelves
  Floor and wall fixing (fixings included)

  Fabricated from 2mm sheet steel
  Seam welded
  Rebated doors
  Internal door hinges
  Euro Profile lock with over 2000 differs
  Supplied with 3 keys
  Tough, hygienic and long-lasting finish
  2 x Adjustable shelves

  4 x Door Shelves
  Floor and wall fixing (fixings included)

Options
  CE approved Audio/Visual warning system
  Volt free contacts for Nurse Call warning light
  Digital locking system with audit trail

  Extra Shelves
  Replacement locks

Safe, secure and compliant
Many other sizes available.
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Clinical Shelving

Free standing clinical shelving is available in a range of materials and dimensions providing a choice for our 
customers suitable for their requirements and budgets. Shelving is supplied with 4 shelves as standard, though 
additional shelves can be supplied as necessary.

We offer an installation service if required, however self-assembly is straight forward. In additional to the below, 
solid stainless steel, aluminium and powder coated shelves are available.
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Wire Racking
Chrome - Nylon Coated - Stainless Steel

Dimensions

Available in depths of mm
300, 400, 500 and 600

Available in lengths of mm
600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1800

  Bright chrome wire, open deck design shelves

  Bright chrome or stainless steel posts, grooved @ 
25mm increments

  Load capacity of 300kg per shelf

  Unsuitable for wet areas or humid environments
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Stainless Steel
Solid or perforated

Dimensions

Available in depths of mm
300, 400, 500 and 600

Available in lengths of mm
600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1800

  Stainless Grade 304 1.5mm thickness plate 
shelves

  Stainless steel poles, grooved @ 25mm 
increments

  Shelves perforated and ‘dished’ for easy clean 
surfaces

  Polymer corners eliminating all welds and 
crevices

  Load capacity 300kg per shelf
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Polyrak Shelving

Dimensions

Available in depths of mm
300, 400, 500 and 600

Available in lengths of mm
600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1800

  Removable polymer mats

  Bright chrome posts, grooved @ 25mm 
increments

  Load capacity of 400kg per shelf

  Suitable for theatre stores, laboratory and cold 
rooms / freezers
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Metro Shelving

Dimensions

Available in depths of mm
300, 400, 500 and 600

Available in lengths of mm
600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1800

  Removable polymer mats with Microban 
protection

  Powder coated subframe and posts

  Load capacity of 300kg per shelf

  Unique design allows quick release for 
adjustment of shelves

  Suitable for theatre stores, laboratory and cold 
rooms / freezers
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Powder Coated

Dimensions

Available in depths of mm
300, 400, 500 and 600

Available in lengths of mm
600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1800

  Removable polymer mats

  Bright chrome posts, grooved @ 25mm 
increments

  Load capacity of 400kg per shelf

  Suitable for theatre stores, laboratory and cold 
rooms / freezers
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Waste Bins and Sackholders

Our ranges include: Clinical Waste Bins, Domestic 
Waste Bins, Sanitary Bins, Nappy Bins and 
Recycling Bins. We have recently introduced a Fire 
Retardant Plastic Sack Holder Range.  

We recommend that the Bins body is coloured White 
as we also offer a lid changing option. This means 
should your Waste Stream or Bins use change in the 
future rather than replace the bins you can simply 
replace the lids. 

Anti-bacterial 
coating, Silent 

Lid Closing, Hands 
Free Lids and Colour 

Coding options 
available
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When space is tight and significant stock storage 
is required our range of Metro qwikTRACK and 
Top-Track systems provide an ideal solution to the 
problem. 

Specified to suit the space available neither system 
requires estates work and are quickly assembled by our 
experienced installation team. The system can be used 
with either Metromax IQ or Metro wire shelving.

  Top-Track system uses aluminium extruded track 
positioned at high level

  Mobile units traverse along track to create an access 
aisle where required

  System condenses and maximises space in cramped 
situations

  Promotes stock rotation and stock identification / 
segregation

  Floor surfaces are easily cleaned

  Minimum height required = 2250mm

Top-Track and qwikTRACK
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Metro Top-Track System

The Top-Track system incorporates sway braces and 
seismic foot plates to the proven, space having Top-
Track design for added support and structure.  

Mobile units positioned on an overhead track between 
two stationary units can easily be repositioned for 
access to the stored contents on the shelves.

  Overhead aluminium tracks, top-mounted rollers 
and rigid casters guide the mobile shelving units in a 
straight line

  Clean Design:  The overhead track assures aisles 
are completely clear for easy cleaning and for access 
by carts and trolleys

  The overhead track compensates for uneven floor 
surfaces

  Maximum load for mobile units = 900kg

Metro Top-Track overhead track 
shelving with additional support and 
structure for seismic areas. Proven, 
space saving Top-Track design for 
added support and structure
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Metro qwikTRACK System

  qwikTRACK system uses aluminium extruded or 
stainless floor laid track

  Track surface mounted, front and back and 
connected to stationary end units

  Mobile units traverse along track to create an 
access aisle where required

  Ideal in situations where ceilings are low and Top 
track cannot be used

  Maximum load for mobile units = 900kg

Increases storage 
capacity by up to 50%
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Avalo Trolleys

Emergency Cart

Defines a new standard of organisation and 
function with a list of features unavailable until 
now. 

The unique breakaway locking handle offers 
the security you require and the simple access 
essential to every emergency response. Stable 
manoeuvrability is built-in to every cart and a full line 
of accessories enhance user efficiency to support 
code team performance.

Anaesthesia Cart

This cart is designed with a synergy of function and technology to 
meet the unique needs of your anaesthesia department. 

Choose from 3 lock systems to secure your standard Anaesthesia 
Cart. A flexible divider system, removable drawer trays, and a host of 
organiser accessories neatly arrange the medications and all related 
supply items.

Treatment Cart

To optimize organisation, every Treatment Cart features an 
integral divider system that can be changed and rearranged to 
meet the changing needs of storage compartments.

Every Treatment Cart offers a complete choice of accessories 
including a large-volume waste container and lid, drawer dividers, 
and innovative organiser options. 
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  A complete free standing mobile shelving 
system, no drilling, no fixing down, no messy 
ground or civil works. No damage to flooring

  The integral floor provides a secure, rigid and 
safe platform to walk on

  Suitable for uneven floors

  Very safe with an anti-tilt mechanism which 
locks shelving into the track

Decor End Panels
We offer a large range of high quality decor end panels 
which you can select to suit your environment. Standard 
supply is without panels (see left side shelf).

Drive Mechanism Chain

Driven with mechanical gear reduction, 
making operation simple and light. Can be 
hidden with decor end panels.

Roller Racking Systems
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Shelving
Pictured with our flexible shelving system.

Height Adjustable Tracks

These enable stable installation on uneven 
floors.

Low Profile Base
38mm.

Flooring Ramp

Enables installation on 
existing flooring.

End Stops
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HTM71 Trolleys

At Medspace Solutions we offer a wide range of ward trolleys, utilising the 
efficient properties of the HTM71 tray system. 

Each Trolley comes complete with a removable stainless steel top, 75mm castors 
and tray sizes as specified by the customer. The body of each trolley is available in 
stainless steel or powder coated mild steel.

Also available 
enclosed with 
lockable door

HTM71 Trolley Sizes

  Designed to store HTM71 trays

  Available in stainless steel or powder coated

  Comes with a recessed stainless steel top

  Push pull handle available without charge

  Multiple colours available

W D H
Single 670 450 870
Half Size (uses half size trays) 460 350 870
Double Length 1300 450 870
Double Width 900 650 870

Trolleys are available open on 
tray sliders, or enclosed on anti-

bacterial liners
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See pages 8-11 for our extensive 
HTM71 tray options
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Gratnells Trolleys

Our comprehensive range of products is ideal for all your medical storage needs. Trolleys are supplied with a white 
top and 75mm Ø castors as standard. 

ALL frames and trays are treated with BioCote® a leading brand of antimicrobial 
protection.

Single Column Trolley Set

  Width 370mm
  Depth 420mm
  Height 850mm

Double Column Trolley Set

  Width 710mm
  Depth 420mm
  Height 850mm

Triple Column Trolley Set

  Width 1055mm
  Depth 420mm
  Height 850mm

The most competitive place to buy all your Gratnells trolleys

5 year warranty | FREE DELIVERY
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ACCESSORIES Finishing touches for the Compact range

Jumbo

  Height 300mm
   

Deep

  Height 150mm
   

Shallow

  Height 75mm
   

Extra Deep

  Height 225mm
   

Sharps box and holder

Upgrade antistatic braked 
castor set

Label holder Drugs box holder
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Instrument and Dressing Trolleys

Our stainless steel trolleys are of the highest quality, constructed purely for 
healthcare environments.

Fully fabricated to have a hygienic, clinical finish. In addition to our standard sizes 
shown we also offer a bespoke fabrication service.

Bespoke size 
services also 

available

Dressing Trolleys

  Shelf heights set at 450mm and 870mm
  Upturned edges to top shelf only
  75mm castors as standard
   

PART NO W D H
DT-1 450 450 870
DT-2 600 450 870
DT-3 750 450 870
DT-4 900 450 870

Instrument Trolleys

  Shelf heights set at 450mm and 870mm
  Down-turned edges to top shelf only
  75mm castors as standard

PART NO W D H
IT-1 450 450 870
IT-2 600 450 870
IT-3 750 450 870
IT-4 900 450 870

Dressing Trolleys - Upturned edges 
Instrument Trolleys - Down turned 

edges
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Drip Stands

Comprising stainless pole (outer and inner), stainless hooks 
(2 or 4), engineered plastic adjustment collar and stand 
bush drainage hole at base of pole to prevent fluid build 
up. Also has a spring in base of pole to prevent accidental 
dropping whilst adjusting.

Choice of base options including cast aluminium or 
stainless. Additional weight option for base standard and 
anti static castor options (braked or unbraked). Adjustable 
height from 1270mm to 2000mm.

PART NO W D H Hook
IVA02 650 650 1270-2000 Double
IVA04 650 650 1270-2000 Quad
IVST02 650 650 1270-2000 Double
IVST04 650 650 1270-2000 Quad
IVASC Anti-static castors (in lieu of standard)

Grade 304 Stainless Steel IV Stand
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Stainless Steel Preparation Tables

Our fully fabricated 304 or 316 Stainless steel tables 
offer an excellent, exceptionally clinical work surface 
for healthcare environments.

We offer a wide range of standard sizes as well and a 
bespoke service if required. 

In addition to a standard table we also offer the option to 
add drawer or to have a height adjustable version. 

All table are sound deadened and come with or without 
75mm up-stands. Adjustable feet and low level shelf also 
come as standard.

PART NO W D H
SPT01WB 600 650 875
SPT02WB 900 650 875
SPT03WB 1000 650 875
SPT04WB 1200 650 875
SPT05WB 1500 650 875
SPT06WB 1800 650 875
Replace WB with CB for no up-stand
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We can design and manufacture trolleys to cater 
for those more precise requirements. 

Please take a look at some examples of our previous 
bespoke work. 

Contact us for more information.

Bespoke Trolleys
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Transportation Trolleys  

  Stainless steel (304 grade) lockable sterile supplies 
trolleys (supplied with two keys)

 Suitable for the transportation of DIN/ISO 
instrument trays

  Designed to allow easy access for cleaning and the 
elimination of fluid traps

  Compatible with most trolley washers /sterilisation 
units

  One fixed central shelf, two adjustable shelves plus 
removable stainless steel drip tray

  Doors open flush against the sides of the trolley

 Doors can be held open using spring loaded 
plungers

  Push handles either end

  High level corner bumpers to protect the fabric of 
the building

  Available with a tow bar

  200mm heavy duty sealed bearing stainless steel 
castors, 2 off fixed, 2 off swivel braking
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Clean, hard wearing and resistant to moisture and 
chemicals. 

It’s a tough surface. Tough enough to withstand 
demanding leisure environments. But great-looking too 
and exceptionally easy to keep clean, with Bactiban™ 
contributing to the antibacterial fight.

Impervious to rot and bacteria, it naturally forms part 
of sterile, clinical areas. Making it easy to maintain the 
highest standards of cleanliness, it gives a contemporary 
and appealing appearance too.

It is thermoformed around corners, married up with 
stainless-steel surfaces, and used to create ultra-hygienic 
door-sets. The tough, long-lasting surface is impervious 
to impact, spills and stains. Offering exceptional 
durability, this is an investment that gives returns, year 
after year.

Medspace Solutions creating areas that are pure, fresh 
and invigorating.

Wall Cladding
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Hygienic & Hard Wearing
The hygienic alternative to tiles that’s impact 
resistant, grout-free and easy to clean. Its smooth 
white surface and classical purity make it a timeless 
choice for any interior.

HACCP-approved, our cladding systems are made 
from a high-quality, food-safe PVCu polymer that 
can handle temperatures up to 60°C, and meets all 
current EU Directives on health and hygiene. 

  Extruded semi-rigid PVCu sheet, EU Grade

  Maximum service temp: 60°C

  Thickness: 2.5 mm

  Light reflectance value: 95

  Surface finish: Satin
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Install Photos
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